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INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970s, the Public Broadcasting System imported *Upstairs, Downstairs*, a long-running miniseries from Great Britain. Encompassing the years from 1903 through the end of World War I, the series was set in the elegant five-story London townhouse occupied by Lord and Lady Bellamy and their two teenage children. Lord Bellamy was active in national affairs and served as a member of Parliament. The series might have been built around the challenges confronting the nation qua nation—the economic and social turmoil at the turn of the century, the growing emancipation of women, the foreign relations between Germany and Britain—and their impact on the Bellamy family. However, instead of focusing exclusively on the upstairs family, the series gave equal time to the downstairs family, the Bellamys’ servants. Though less visible to the outside world, the downstairs family—butlers, maids, cooks, and other domestic employees—maintained highly complex and intertwined horizontal as well as (literally) vertical relationships with the Bellamys. Of course, like the Bellamys, the downstairs family also maintained complex relationships outside of the household and were themselves also influenced by current events. In the popular series, the downstairs servants and the upstairs nobles may have performed different functions within the household, but their capacities were not limited or defined by those functions.1

The final episode of the series ended in 1930 with the Bellamys’ townhouse being sold to pay off the upstairs family’s creditors. Series fans

---


1. A twenty-first-century remake of *Upstairs, Downstairs* might illustrate this point even more dramatically. A few years ago, I hired a woman to clean my home every few weeks. After I got to know her, she cheerfully informed me that she was simultaneously running a real estate business from my house, using her cell phone to conduct her business while she cleaned.
pleaded with the producer to develop just one more year of the series, taking the Bellamys and their downstairs counterparts into a new decade, but he declined. By 1930, vertical households such as the Bellamys’ were increasingly rare. Increased access to education, greater mobility between classes and, in the late 1930s, the labor needs dictated by World War II contributed to the demise of the *Upstairs, Downstairs* era. More availability of affordable housing also spurred the social and economic independence of servants who had once lived in the homes of their employers but could now afford their own homes. Continuing the series, the producer concluded, would have perpetuated a historical anachronism.

This essay offers *Upstairs, Downstairs* as a simple metaphor for the current evolving relationship between U.S. federal and state jurisdictions when it comes to international human rights law. Though international law is typically viewed as of federal (upstairs) concern, the states and localities downstairs operate in the same world, receive the same information, react to the same influences and constituencies, and develop their own responses that are not always limited by the formal construction of local and state governments’ roles within our federal system. This essay focuses on one example of this phenomenon: the growing list of state and local laws that reflect the influence of international human rights norms.

Importantly, the executive and legislative branches of the federal government have often endorsed and encouraged state and local implementation of these international norms. At the same time, in two recent U.S. Supreme Court cases, *Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Commission*...
Council and American Insurance Ass’n v. Garamendi, and one lower court decision, National Foreign Trade Council v. Giannoulias, the federal courts have vigorously policed the boundaries of states’ roles in international affairs, using the federal preemption doctrine to limit states’ authority to adopt policies that are intended to promote human rights practices abroad.

The U.S. Supreme Court faced a somewhat different issue implicating states’ compliance with human rights standards in Medellín v. Texas. There, it was the State of Texas that defied international human rights norms embodied in the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations and interpreted by the International Court of Justice (ICJ), while the federal executive branch attempted (through an official President’s Memorandum) to require compliance. The Court rejected the Administration’s position. Instead, the Court concluded that, like most treaties ratified by the United States, the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations is not self-executing. Therefore, in the absence of a specific congressional mandate, the State of Texas retained the discretion to ignore human rights norms, even though its position had a negative impact on U.S. foreign relations by undermining the nation’s ability to promise adherence to international treaties.

From a bird’s eye perspective, the opinions in this series of cases focus on the strength of the federal foreign policy interests involved, as ultimately expressed by the Executive, as compared to the strength of the state interest in regulating the area at issue. However, looking at these cases as a power struggle between the federal and state governments loses sight of what the states challenged in these cases were actually trying to accomplish through their actions. The underlying facts and result in Medellín, alongside the facts and law of Crosby, Giannoulias, and particularly Garamendi, create an odd asymmetry in the treatment of subnational incorporation of international human rights norms. On the one hand, Garamendi indicates that executive action in the foreign affairs arena may be sufficient to restrict subnational governments from taking action to promote human rights

11. Id. at 1352–53.
12. Id. at 1373.
13. Id. at 1357.
14. Indeed, in the wake of the Case Concerning Avena and Other Mexican Nationals (Mex. v. U.S.), 2004 I.C.J. 12 (Mar. 31), Mexico filed a request for interpretation of the court’s prior judgment in Avena with the International Court of Justice, charging that the United States was attempting to avoid its obligations under the Vienna Convention. See Press Release, Int’l Court of Justice, Mexico Files a Request for Interpretation of the Judgment of 31 March 2004 in the Case Concerning Avena and Other Mexican Nationals (Mexico v. United States of America) and Asks for the Urgent Indication of Provisional Measures (June 5, 2008), available at http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/139/14578.pdf.
because of possible tensions between state and federal policies that are nevertheless not in direct conflict. On the other hand, Medellín instructs that executive action alone is not sufficient to prevent subnational governments from *undermining* human rights norms, even when the states’ positions are in direct conflict with federal foreign policy and are actually interfering with foreign relations.

There is nothing inherently wrong with asymmetry in the law. But symmetry generally is the starting point. For example, rights are generally accompanied by obligations absent some special justification. A similar balance is achieved through our federal system, where the complimentary areas of authority of federal and state sovereigns create a system of checks that results in better government on both the federal and state levels. The asymmetry in the treatment of subnational human rights implementation is one that not only upsets that balance between federal and state governments, but has the effect of discouraging implementation of universal human rights on the subnational level. Particularly when the human rights norms at issue are ones that have been widely adopted internationally, and even endorsed by the U.S. federal government, a departure from the norm of legal symmetry should require some heightened justification.

This essay examines the legal asymmetry underscored and clarified in *Garamendi* and *Medellín*, and argues that it is a relic of the *Upstairs, Downstairs* era of federal-state relations, when only the federal government was expected to have a public face in the international arena. To some extent, this attitude was dictated by international law itself, which formally focuses on nation-states. Perhaps in an earlier era, with limited information flow to the states and less global expertise residing in state governments, such complete federal dominance in the area had more justification. Yet, as with the *Upstairs, Downstairs* metaphor, the notion that servants, or subnational governments, had no independent horizontal relationships was always a myth. The idea of a nation speaking with “one voice” on all things foreign, while a critical component of jurisprudence in this area, was never strictly true. Subnational activity on the international

---

15. However, asymmetry is in tension with the human ideal and therefore much-studied. See, e.g., CHRISto McMANUS, RIGHT HAND, LEFT HAND: THE ORIGINS OF ASYMMETRY IN BRAINS, BODIES, ATOMS AND CULTURES 353 (2002).


stage goes back centuries, to the earliest days of the United States. Today, international legal institutions increasingly address subnational actors that are more and more active in the global arena.

Bringing U.S. law into line with these realities requires another look at the doctrine of federal preemption in those instances where subnational governments act to promote widely accepted human rights norms. This adjustment does not require a constitutional amendment or overruling of Supreme Court precedent. As Judith Resnik has noted, through careful opinions, the courts have continued to reserve some space for states and localities to implement human rights norms. An affirmative statement expressing the scope of subnational authority would clarify the law, rather than change it.

This essay proceeds as follows. First, it reviews state and local human rights legislation enacted by subnational governments in recent years. Importantly, a review of these laws reveals that few, if any, are exclusively inward-looking or exclusively outward-looking. Most reflect the current complexity of subnational relationships, combining local concerns with a keen awareness of the international context in which subnational actions take place. Second, this essay examines recent case law on federal preemption of subnational human rights initiatives, comparing the approach in these cases with the Supreme Court’s recent ruling in Medellín, which

20. Subnational governments have been engaged in internationally focused activities throughout U.S. history. One early example is South Carolina’s support for the British in the Franco-British War, in which the federal government had proclaimed U.S. neutrality. See Martha F. Davis, Thinking Globally, Acting Locally: States, Municipalities, and International Human Rights, in 2 Bringing Human Rights Home: From Civil Rights to Human Rights 127, 128 (Cynthia Soohoo et al. eds., 2008).


22. Resnik et al., supra note 5, at 780–83; see, e.g., Medellín v. Texas, 128 S. Ct. 1346, 1374 (2008) (Stevens, J., concurring) (noting that “sometimes States must shoulder the primary responsibility for protecting the honor and integrity of the Nation” by complying with international treaty standards). Notably, while Justice John Paul Stevens’s concurrence was not necessary to the majority, the majority opinion did not take issue with Justice Stevens’s gloss on the Court’s opinion. See id. at 1358–59 & n.5.
recognizes limitations on the executive branch’s ability to impose human rights standards on states. Reviewing these doctrines immediately after cataloging subnational human rights efforts provides a strong reality check, making clear that the judicial doctrine of preemption is a blunt instrument that may undermine important local human rights efforts even where there are no actual conflicts with federal approaches or imminent foreign policy concerns. Indeed, Crosby and Garamendi rest on the questionable assumption that the judiciary can distinguish between subnational acts that are purely local and those with implications for foreign affairs. Finally, this essay concludes that the decision in Medellín—which defers to state criminal procedure rules in the absence of overriding federal legislation, even if the state’s approach undermines human rights norms—points the way to a more balanced approach to the issue of subnational human rights implementation. This essay argues that, as a counterweight to the Medellín approach, subnational governments should also be allowed to promote accepted human rights norms absent specific federal legislative or executive action to the contrary, and it proposes touchstones for the implementation of such an approach.

I. SUBNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INITIATIVES

As awareness of human rights standards and norms grows within the United States, states and localities have increasingly taken formal action to promote human rights. In doing so, they draw on a rich body of codified human rights law, including human rights declarations like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and human rights treaties such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), as well as interpretations of these instruments issued by human rights bodies such as the United Nations Human Rights Committee. Many of these formal human rights documents have been embraced by the United States. Even those instruments that are not ratified by the United States often reflect American participation and influence. Indeed, the human rights concepts that subnational governments embrace are not at all foreign—they can be

23. See Davis, supra note 20, at 134–43.
26. For example, the United States actively participated in the drafting of CEDAW. See, e.g., LARS ADAM REHOF, GUIDE TO THE TRAVAUX PRÉPARATOIRES OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN 37, 46, 53 (1993). However, the United States has never ratified the treaty. See Status of Ratifications, supra note 25.
traced back to the origins of the United States. In more recent times, a series of formal legal instruments of human rights were developed in the wake of World War II, in a concerted international effort to avoid a repeat of the atrocities and human rights abuses of Nazi Germany.

Given the origins of the modern human rights movement, much has been written about the moral weight of human rights. Human rights are often characterized as a version of natural law, which is tightly bound to moral theory about the worth of individuals. While the unadulterated “goodness” of human rights is certainly contested, it is fair to say that a subnational government (or a national government, for that matter) that enacts human rights legislation can claim a moral high ground.

Adoption of human rights norms may also be a component of good government. In addition to the moral force of human rights norms, there is considerable literature quantifying the positive effects of human rights on the well-being of individuals. For example, data indicates that human rights compliance leads to health benefits for individuals; that recognition of human rights standards can lead to more stable and lasting conflict resolution; and that human rights norms are intimately linked to good governance. As discussed in greater detail below, the U.S. categorical


34. See, e.g., Joint Statement by the Council and the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States Meeting Within the Council, the European Parliament and the
federal system is set up to reserve significant areas of policy regulation to states and localities—particularly in exercise of state police power and in areas touching on families, criminal law, and social welfare. A subnational government taking action to implement human rights norms in these areas in particular would be acting consistently with principles of federalism. Such a government could credibly argue that its acts constitute good public policy, as well as acts of positive moral force.

As a first cut, the state actions to promote human rights might be divided between those that focus internally and those that focus externally. This essay calls the internally focused laws “incorporation” laws, because they incorporate international human rights standards into local laws that govern local, domestic practices. The externally focused subnational human rights laws are called “association” laws, because through these laws, subnational governments primarily intend to associate their policies with worldwide efforts to promote human rights in other places, bringing their collective power to bear to end human rights abuses abroad. However, as explained further below, the descriptive force of this rough dichotomy is ultimately limited. Subnational governments, responding to the admonition to “bring human rights home,” increasingly frame laws that do not distinguish between foreign and local effects, but simply promote compliance with universal human rights regardless of national borders. These laws both “incorporate” human rights norms into domestic standards, and serve to “associate” local governments with international efforts to end human rights abuses. By straddling these categories, the laws also expose the difficulties involved in administering the foreign-local distinctions on which current federal preemption doctrine in this area rests.

A. Subnational “Incorporation” of Human Rights

Many state and local laws incorporate international human rights law concepts directly as substantive domestic legal standards. One example is the reference to human dignity in the Montana Constitution. Adopted in 1972, this state constitutional provision was inspired by a similar provision in the Constitution of Puerto Rico, which reflects the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Other examples of human rights incorporation abound:


36. MONT. CONST. art. II, § 4 (“The dignity of the human being is inviolable.”).

in 1998 San Francisco adopted the standards of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) as its municipal law;\textsuperscript{38} several states and municipalities have administratively adopted the substance of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners as baselines for their own prison systems;\textsuperscript{39} Massachusetts has statutorily charged its Commission on the Status of Women with implementing the Platform for Action on women’s rights issued at the United Nations’ Fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing in 1995;\textsuperscript{40} and in 2000, California adopted the human rights standards for consular notification on behalf of foreign nationals charged with criminal violations of U.S. law contained in the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.\textsuperscript{41}

Most visible subnational incorporation of international human rights law has been accomplished through legislative or bureaucratic actions. But some incorporation has been achieved through judicial action. In particular, a number of state courts and individual state court judges have recognized the importance of examining domestic actions through the lens of international human rights standards. For example, in litigation challenging the State of Missouri’s death penalty for minors, the state supreme court, striking down the state law, noted the international rejection of this practice as a human rights violation.\textsuperscript{42} The state court’s decision was later upheld


\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 3, § 66(3) (1999)}.

\textsuperscript{41} In January 2000, the State of California enacted legislation requiring that “every peace officer, upon arrest and booking or detention for more than two hours of a known or suspected foreign national, shall advise the foreign national that he or she has a right to communicate with an official from the consulate of his or her country,” and that law enforcement agencies shall ensure that policy or procedure and training manuals incorporate language based upon provisions of the [Vienna Convention] that set forth requirements for handling the arrest and booking or detention for more than two hours of a foreign national pursuant to this section prior to December 31, 2000. \textit{Cal. Penal Code § 834c} (West 2008); see also Janet Koven Levit, \textit{Sanchez-Llamas v. Oregon: The Glass Is Half Full}, \textit{11 Lewis & Clark L. Rev.} 29, 43 (2007). North Carolina has also implemented consular notifications standards applicable to instances of involuntary commitment of noncitizens that reflect the Vienna Convention. \textit{See N.C. Gen. Stat. § 122C-344 (2007)}.

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{State ex rel. Simmons v. Roper}, 112 S.W.3d 397, 402 (Mo. 2003) (en banc).
by the Supreme Court, which also cited the international consensus on the issue.43

Individual judges have also taken this approach. For example, when an Oklahoma court remanded a prisoner’s case to determine whether he was prejudiced by violations of his rights under the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, a concurring judge opined that the state had an independent international obligation to provide such rights.44 Similarly, in Moore v. Ganim, a concurring justice in the Supreme Court of Connecticut noted the relevance of international human rights law in construing the state’s constitution.45

On the one hand, such legislative, executive, and judicial incorporation of international human rights standards into domestic law is unremarkable. Lawmakers and legal decision makers have always cast a wide net when searching for new policy ideas and approaches, or evaluating jurisprudential directions.46 Resnik has written eloquently about the “multiple ports” through which international human rights can enter domestic law, including state and local law.47 As she notes, influences come from many sources, from the federal government to other states to policy think tanks to other countries.48

On the other hand, subnational incorporation of human rights standards may be intentionally subversive. While inspiration may come from many sources, deliberate subnational adoption of international human rights standards is not always a neutral activity vis-à-vis the federal government. Even in the act of subnational incorporation, an activity that seems purely local in nature, subnational governments may in fact be making an outward-looking statement to both the federal government and to the global community.49 When San Francisco incorporated CEDAW into its

48. See Resnik, Law’s Migration, supra note 47, at 1576; Resnik et al., supra note 5, at 784.
49. Robinson, supra note 5, at 689, 691–92.
municipal law, the city’s mayor, Willie Brown, expressed his hope that this local action would have some national effect, perhaps spurring the federal government to inch towards ratification and implementation of the Women’s Rights Convention. Indeed, following San Francisco’s implementation of CEDAW, the city’s municipal efforts have gained international prominence; San Francisco’s participation in global conferences and its appearance in reports on CEDAW implementation certainly underscores the U.S. government’s failure to ratify the treaty.

Taking the broadest view, then, even these seemingly benign, inwardly focused instances of domestic incorporation of human rights norms might be seen as impinging on federal foreign affairs prerogatives that have been expressed through inaction. San Francisco’s incorporation of CEDAW might be seen as interfering with the federal government’s deliberate inaction on CEDAW; the federal failure to ratify CEDAW has international implications that might be influenced if more subnational governments acted as San Francisco has, communicating the internal dissent on the issue to a global audience. Likewise, California’s adoption of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations standards could be seen as thumbing the state’s nose at Congress’s decision to not enact legislation implementing the treaty on the national level; again, the federal government’s inaction may itself be a statement of its foreign policy, and California’s action may undermine the intended foreign impact of the federal inaction.

Nevertheless, to date, these subnational incorporation efforts, generally effectuated through democratic processes at the local level, have not been challenged as impinging on federal foreign affairs authority. As Resnik notes, the challengers to subnational human rights laws have thus far been entities that perceive an economic reason to challenge the law, and most “incorporation” laws do not impose immediate or obvious financial burdens on any specific group, but simply adopt passive normative standards.

B. Subnational “Association” with International Human Rights Efforts

Many subnational human rights efforts involve adoption of domestic law, but also deliberately and intentionally associate the subnational government with a global effort to end human rights abuses in a particular locality or region. The state and local South African divestment initiatives of decades past are a good example. Like the “incorporation” laws discussed above, these provisions incorporated substantive human rights standards. However, they also focused on exploiting the external impact of these standards through the financial mechanisms available to local governments.

50. Davis, supra note 20, at 135–36.
52. See Resnik, Horizontal Federalism, supra note 47, at 78.
During the 1980s, thirty-seven states, thirty-two counties, and 105 cities in the United States enacted either divestment or procurement legislation to limit their own investment and procurement from companies doing business with South Africa’s apartheid regime.53 Under these laws, local governments were required to divest public holdings of stocks in firms that did business with South Africa, or to restrict procurement opportunities when the bidder for a government contract did business with South Africa. The cumulative effect of such local laws was an important factor in the demise of the apartheid regime in 2001.54

The success of the South African divestment campaign has led other human rights campaigns to adopt similar strategies. Beginning in the 1990s, many municipalities and several states enacted selective purchasing laws directed against Burma, joining an international effort to restore democracy to that country.55 Likewise, a vibrant student movement is urging divestment from Sudan, which has engaged in a series of massive genocidal campaigns and human rights abuses in that region.56 In March 2006, the University of California Regents voted to divest not only primary holdings but also indirect holdings in companies doing business with Sudan.57 Other campuses, both public and private, are following suit.58 Further, more than two dozen states have enacted laws to limit their state pension funds’ investment in Sudan.59

Divestment activities are not the only subnational initiatives that fall into the “association” category. Many states and localities have adopted resolutions calling for the federal ratification of CEDAW or the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).60 These formal subnational statements focus their effects outward, both seeking greater federal attention to

53. See Robinson, supra note 5, at 698–99.
54. See Davis, supra note 20, at 130.
59. As of publication, twenty-seven states had divested from Sudan with divestment campaigns initiated in ten other states. Id
60. A list of state and local governments that have endorsed the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), issued by the U.S. Committee for UNICEF, is available at http://www.abanet.org/intlaw/committees/public_II/human_rights/entitiessupperc.pdf. With regard to CEDAW, see Resnik, Horizontal Federalism, supra note 47, at 56–57 ("As of 2004, forty-four cities, eighteen counties, and sixteen states have passed or considered legislation relating to CEDAW, with yet others contemplating action. Many localities responded with expressive, hortatory provisions, calling for the United States to ratify CEDAW.").
CEDAW and alerting the international community to the depth of support for CEDAW among state and local actors. By adopting such resolutions, states and localities seek to associate with a global human rights movement rather than establish normative legal baselines at the local level. Through these efforts, subnational governments establish and strengthen horizontal relationships with other governmental and nongovernmental entities worldwide.

Not surprisingly, “association” laws involving investment and procurement have been controversial, and have attracted more challengers than those laws that incorporate international standards as domestic law without immediately identifiable financial implications for global business. Unlike a municipal CEDAW, for example, local procurement and investment laws put a tangible financial burden on corporate interests. Perhaps because of the strong connections between the U.S. civil rights movement and the efforts to end apartheid in South Africa, and the fear that detractors would be labeled pro-segregation, few legal challenges were mounted to antiapartheid divestment initiatives. However, more recent divestment and procurement laws targeting other human rights violators have been actively challenged in federal court by trade organizations such as the National Foreign Trade Council, seeking to avoid a patchwork of state laws regulating investment in markets that its members deem profitable. In Crosby and Giannoulis, federal courts struck down such provisions as preempted by federal foreign policy activity.

C. Subnational “Association” and “Incorporation”

As noted above, the rough dichotomy between domestic “incorporation” laws that adopt human rights norms as internal standards and “association” laws that bring local power to bear on external human rights abuses is highly imperfect since most local human rights laws contain elements of both approaches. This dichotomy breaks down further in the face of the growing movement to “bring human rights home” and acknowledge human rights abuses in the United States as well as abroad. For example, many states and localities in the United States have adopted antisweatshop procurement policies. These policies monitor the human rights and labor practices of state and municipal contractors and subcontractors to ensure that businesses involved in exploitative practices do not become business partners of subnational governments. These laws incorporate human rights

61. See Davis, supra note 20, at 130–31.
63. Problems addressed by subnational governments are often both domestic and foreign. Resnik et al., supra note 5, at 716.
64. See generally Adrian Barnes, Do They Have to Buy from Burma?: A Preemption Analysis of Local Antisweatshop Procurement Laws, 107 Colum. L. Rev. 426 (2007).
standards into local law and also associate states and localities with a global human rights movement to end sweatshop labor practices.

Unlike the South Africa, Burma, and Sudan campaigns, the pinch of these measures is intended to be felt not just in foreign jurisdictions charged with human rights abuses, but also at home in the United States, where homegrown sweatshops are proliferating alongside their foreign counterparts. As activists abandon the rhetoric of United States exceptionalism and trace the connections between global human rights abuses and domestic policies, subnational human rights laws are likely to become less explicitly focused on “foreign” places.

This trend exposes some important questions about the taxonomy of subnational human rights laws, a taxonomy that has developed as an outgrowth of court decisions that rest on the question of whether a subnational law runs afoul of federal foreign affairs power. If a connection to foreign affairs is the key component, where does a subnational antisweatshop law fall on the continuum between San Francisco’s CEDAW incorporation law, which has not been challenged in court, and Massachusetts’s foreign-focused Burma Law, which was struck down by the Supreme Court? In the contemporary era, where subnational governments are involved in a range of global activities, which of these distinct approaches impinges on national foreign affairs to a sufficient degree to require preemption? And when a democratically generated subnational law is at issue, which branch of the federal government should make that decision?

II. FEDERAL JUDICIAL APPROACHES TO SUBNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS

The federal judicial response to subnational human rights laws in Crosby, Garamendi, and Giannoulis is in obvious tension with a simultaneous trend, reflected in Medellin, to reserve a more expansive policy-setting role for states and localities within the federal system, even when foreign relationships are implicated and undermined. Instead of approaching the issue of subnational human rights laws with sensitivity to states’ and localities’ roles in implementing human rights norms, the federal courts have found federal preemption even in instances where Congress has not acted and where there has been no explicit federal effort to occupy the


66. See generally Barnes, supra note 64.
This essay reviews the relevant preemption cases below, contrasting them with the recent decision in Medellín, where the Supreme Court preserved the right of states to default from human rights norms despite the clear and present impact of this state policy on U.S. foreign relations. It concludes that the breadth with which the federal preemption doctrine has been wielded to preclude positive human rights activities by states creates an unjustified asymmetry. This arrangement serves to chill states from engaging in efforts to expand human rights compliance—efforts that would be beneficial both domestically and globally—while permitting states to freely ignore human rights norms absent specific congressional action.

This essay does not intend to question the general propriety of federal preemption. Though the doctrine of federal preemption is judge-made law, it arises from the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause. Under the doctrine, once the federal government has acted in an area of law, “‘any state law . . . which interferes with or is contrary to federal law, must yield.’”

There are three generally recognized, but overlapping, categories of preemption: express, conflict, and field. Express preemption, which is triggered by an explicit act of Congress and not questioned in this essay, occurs when a federal statute or regulation contains language that specifically displaces state authority in a given area.

In contrast to express preemption, the two types of implied preemption—conflict and field preemption—give much more discretion to the federal judiciary to ascertain congressional intent. Both have been employed in the federal cases involving subnational human rights implementation to strike down laws based on slimly supported presumptions about the national government’s foreign affairs goals. Conflict preemption occurs when compliance with both the state and federal law is impossible, or the state rule obstructs the achievement of federal objectives.

Field preemption occurs when the federal interest in the field is “so dominant that the federal system will be assumed to preclude enforcement of state laws on the same subject.” As the case descriptions below make clear, the federal authority over foreign affairs has been invoked to support both of these categories of nonexpress preemption. The question raised here is whether, when states implement widely accepted human rights norms through a democratic process on the subnational level, the judicial doctrines of implied preemption should be modified to better encourage and permit such

70. Id.
implementation in the absence of any express congressional statement to the contrary.

A. Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Council

In 1996, the Massachusetts state legislature enacted a statute that imposed economic penalties on companies doing business with Burma, and barred any state investment in Burma by Massachusetts.\(^\text{72}\) This Act, the “Burma Law,” sought to control a narrow set of activities within Massachusetts, but only insofar as the activities might affect the human rights situation in Burma.\(^\text{73}\) Burma had long denied basic freedoms to its citizens, and monitoring groups have detailed a litany of abuses including child conscription, rape, murder, and forced labor.\(^\text{74}\) According to Amnesty International, “torture has become an institution” in Burma.\(^\text{75}\) Responding to these massive human rights violations, the Massachusetts Burma Law deliberately built on earlier efforts to economically isolate South Africa in order to end apartheid, in part through subnational economic divestment and sanctions.\(^\text{76}\) The goal of the Burma Law, like its South Africa-focused predecessors, was to end foreign human rights violations.

Shortly after the Massachusetts Burma Law was enacted, Congress passed a federal statute imposing a narrower set of mandatory and conditional sanctions on Burma. The federal law authorized the President to impose further sanctions if certain conditions were met. In 1997, President William J. Clinton issued an executive order providing for additional sanctions, prohibiting new investment in Burma by “United States persons.”\(^\text{77}\) Neither the congressional statute nor the executive order specifically stated an intent to preclude preexisting state laws directed against Burma. Further, neither the statute nor the executive order specifically addressed the nineteen municipal government laws already in place restricting purchases from companies doing business in Burma. However, the executive order did state that the Burmese government’s acts of oppression constituted “an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United States.”\(^\text{78}\)

\(^{72}\) Kevin Danaher & Jason Mark, Insurrection: Citizen Challenges to Corporate Power 204 (2003); Davis, supra note 20, at 132–34; Guay, supra note 21, at 354–55.


\(^{75}\) Id. (quoting Amnesty International).

\(^{76}\) Danaher & Mark, supra note 72, at 204.


\(^{78}\) Id.
The proliferation of state and local Burma Laws triggered protests by a number of U.S. trading partners in international fora. For example, Japan and the European Union lodged formal complaints with the World Trade Organization, claiming that the Massachusetts law “violates certain provisions of the Agreement on Government Procurement.”

The executive branch also expressed concern. Before the Supreme Court, and in earlier testimony before state governments, the Executive “consistently represented that the state Act has complicated its dealings with foreign sovereigns and proven an impediment to accomplishing objectives assigned it by Congress.” Yet Congress never sought to explicitly preempt the state and local laws that were causing these alleged complications.

In April 1998, the National Foreign Trade Council filed suit challenging Massachusetts’s Burma Law, arguing that it infringed on federal foreign affairs power and was preempted by the federal Burma Law. The district court and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit agreed, enjoining operation of the Massachusetts Law. In June 2000, the Supreme Court affirmed the lower courts, striking down Massachusetts’s Burma Law; the Supreme Court determined that the federal government had preempted state activities in the area. As to the question of Congress’s failure to explicitly provide for preemption, the Court concluded that

[a] failure to provide for preemption expressly may reflect nothing more than the settled character of implied preemption doctrine that courts will dependably apply, and in any event, the existence of conflict cognizable under the Supremacy Clause does not depend on express congressional recognition that federal and state law may conflict.

However, the Court also noted that there was no direct conflict between the state and federal law. Rather, because the laws were not coextensive, “if the Massachusetts law is enforceable[,] the President has less to offer and less economic and diplomatic leverage as a consequence.” The Massachusetts Burma Law would simply “blunt the consequences of discretionary Presidential action,” rather than create a direct conflict. Invoking an expansive version of conflict preemption, the Court determined that the inconsistent means adopted by Massachusetts were sufficient to create a conflict supporting preemption.
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Finally, the Court analyzed the question through the lens of field preemption, examining the ways in which the “state Act is at odds with the President’s intended authority to speak for the United States” on matters of foreign relations.88 Crediting the protests of U.S. trade partners as well as statements by the Executive about the diplomatic difficulties posed by Massachusetts’s legislation, the Court concluded that the administration’s actions through the executive order preempted the entire field and precluded Massachusetts’s execution of its own foreign human rights agenda through the Burma Law.89

The analysis adopted in *Crosby*, of course, could doom any subnational action in the area of human rights, including states’ hortatory resolutions without any formal sanction behind them. Any subnational action that is not coextensive with federal action will necessarily dilute the impact of the federal action. Likewise, as discussed above, a very wide range of state or local laws may have global implications that would, under the Court’s analysis, support the case for field preemption. The Court, however, provided no limiting principle. Indeed, in response to the state’s claim that local South African sanctions would be preempted under the same analysis, the Court only offered the fact that “we never ruled on whether state and local sanctions against South Africa in the 1980s were preempted or otherwise invalid”90—a nondistinction between the Burma campaign and the highly successful subnational efforts against South African apartheid.

**B. American Insurance Ass’n v. Garamendi**

*Garamendi* involved a challenge to California’s Holocaust Victim Insurance Relief Act (HVIRA), enacted in 1999.91 Through HVIRA, California sought to pressure certain insurers to compensate European Holocaust victims by requiring any insurer doing business in the state to disclose information about all policies sold in Europe between 1920 and 1945 by the company or related entity upon penalty of loss of its state business license.92 HVIRA built on the state’s earlier amendment to the California Insurance Code, making it an unfair business practice for any insurer operating in the state to “fail[] to pay any valid claim from Holocaust survivors.”93

The federal government was simultaneously engaged in efforts to obtain restitution for Holocaust victims. In an agreement concluded in 2000, the U.S. and German governments established the German Foundation Agreement, a fund that makes payments to Holocaust survivors and that covers personal injury claims and certain property loss or damage caused by
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German companies during the Nazi era, including claims against German banks and insurance companies. Through this executive agreement, not expressly approved by Congress, the President agreed that whenever a German company was sued on a Holocaust-era claim in U.S. court, the U.S. government would (1) submit a statement that it would be in this country’s foreign policy interests for the German Foundation to provide the exclusive forum and remedy for such claims, and (2) try to get state and local governments to respect the Foundation as the exclusive mechanism for resolving claims.

When California began enforcing HVIRA, the U.S. government immediately informed the state that its actions might undermine the German Foundation agreement. When the state insurance commissioner persisted in enforcing the state law, the American Insurance Association challenged HVIRA’s constitutionality.

As with Crosby, the California law and the federal executive agreement at issue in Garamendi did not squarely conflict. In fact, the Court noted that “[t]he situation . . . calls to mind the impact of the Massachusetts Burma Law on the effective exercise of the President’s power.” Rather, the California law and the executive agreement employed different means to reach the same ends—according to the Court, “California seeks to use an iron fist where the President has consistently chosen kid gloves.” But unlike Crosby, this quasi conflict did not pit a federal law against a state law; instead, on the federal side, there was no congressional action involved at all, simply an executive initiative.

Despite the absence of any congressional action, the Court ruled that the California law was preempted by the federal government’s scheme to secure an economic settlement for damages arising from the Holocaust. “It is true that the President in this case is acting without express congressional authority,” wrote the Court, but “the President possesses considerable independent constitutional authority to act on behalf of the United States on international issues.” It follows, the Court said, that a “conflict with the exercise of that authority” is sufficient to find preemption of state law.
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C. National Foreign Trade Council v. Giannoulias

Despite the Supreme Court’s rulings in Crosby and Garamendi, subnational governments continue to test the limits of preemption with new “associational” laws directed at external human rights abuses. Many of these laws have been directed against Sudan, in an effort to deter the ongoing atrocities in the Darfur region. Charging genocide, the U.S. Department of State listed the situation in Darfur as the world’s worst human rights abuse in 2006.103 As of February 2008, twenty states, along with many municipalities, had adopted laws restricting financial dealings with Sudan.104

The Illinois Sudan Act was signed into law in 2006.105 The Act amended two Illinois state laws, the Deposit of State Moneys Act and the Illinois Pension Code, to prohibit certain investments in the government of Sudan and in companies doing business in Sudan.106 In particular, the Act prohibited the Illinois Treasurer from depositing state funds into any financial institution that had not certified that its loan applicants did no business with “forbidden entities,” defined to include any company involved with Sudan.107 The Act also amended the Illinois Pension Code to prohibit the fiduciary of any pension fund established under the Code from investing in any company unless the company certified that it did no business with a “forbidden entity.”108 The articulated purpose of the bill was to curtail human rights abuses in Sudan.109

The federal government has also turned its attention to the events unfolding in Sudan.110 In 1997, President Clinton issued an executive order prohibiting a wide range of transactions between the United States and Sudan.111 In 2002, the Sudan Peace Act gave additional authority to the President to address the U.S. relationship with Sudan and required regular briefings of Congress on the status of efforts to resolve the Sudan
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conflict.112 The Comprehensive Peace in Sudan Act, passed in 2004, instructed the President to seek imposition of United Nations sanctions if the government of Sudan failed to comply with certain agreements and Security Council resolutions.113 Finally, in 2006, Congress passed the Darfur Peace and Accountability Act, which restricted travel and froze U.S. assets of certain Sudanese government officials.114 Because Illinois’s pension funds are not controlled by the federal government, none of these Acts imposed any express restriction on Illinois’s investment policies.115

The National Foreign Trade Council challenged Illinois’s law on behalf of its members that qualified as “forbidden entities” under Illinois law.116 An opinion issued by the federal district court in February 2007 granted a permanent injunction against enforcement of the Illinois Sudan Act.117

In analyzing the amendments to the Illinois Deposit of State Moneys law, the court noted that “it is possible to comply with both federal law regulating business dealings with Sudan and the Illinois Sudan Act.”118 But, the court concluded, following Crosby and Garamendi, differences in approach between the federal government and the state were sufficient to support preemption.119 Invoking both conflict and field preemption, the court wrote, “the Illinois Sudan Act’s lack of flexibility, extended geographic reach, and impact on foreign entities interferes with the national government’s conduct of foreign affairs,” despite the absence of a direct conflict.120

On the question of the amendments to the Illinois Pension Code, the court reached a different conclusion.121 These amendments, the court observed, imposed a less tangible burden that might not have any impact on companies’ decisions to do business in Sudan.122 This law therefore did not obstruct federal foreign policy goals in the region.

In analyzing these Illinois laws, the court specifically noted that the Supreme Court’s earlier decisions had not yet delineated “with clarity what role, if any, the states retain” in foreign affairs.123 In an attempt to
articulate a rule of decision for these cases, the court opined that Supreme Court rulings would not appear to prohibit a state or local government from issuing a resolution condemning actions of a foreign government, even if the national government had made no such declaration or did not support such a view. According to the court, “[i]n such a case, although the United States would not be speaking with ‘one voice,’ the absence of actual hindrance to the national government’s conduct of foreign policy would appear to preserve the state or local enactment.”

The court further averred that “sister state” agreements or other bilateral agreements between subnational governments appear to be beyond the reach of the preemption doctrine, provided they have no “practical effect . . . on the national government’s ability to conduct foreign policy on behalf of the United States.” In short, the district court would require evidence of tangible effects of state law on foreign policy in order to permit federal preemption; the speculative effects that plaintiffs identified as arising from the pension amendments, i.e., the mere possibility that a company’s investment practices would be influenced by the Act, were not sufficient.

Yet, while it does confront the issue, the Giannoulis court leaves the precise content of “real” foreign policy effects largely undefined. Certainly, few would dispute that the judicial branch is the branch of government with the weakest claim to foreign policy expertise. Because judges are not privy to the nuances of the nation’s foreign affairs agenda, and are not directly involved in setting that agenda, they are reduced to examining only the most visible aspects of foreign affairs—formal protests or international complaints by foreign governments, and so on—to determine when subnational policies have resulted in some tangible interference with federal foreign policy. This focus on the actions of foreign governments actually reduces the foreign-policy-defining role of the executive and legislative branches, which may actually tolerate much more tension, ambiguity, and nuance than the foreign government (or the U.S. courts) might.

Indeed, in the wake of the Giannoulis ruling, Congress clarified its support for subnational divestment laws by passing the Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act, intended to provide assurances to states and municipalities that local divestment legislation would be protected from preemption challenges. The law is denominated as “[a]n Act to authorize State and local governments to divest assets in companies that conduct business operations in Sudan.” However, whether the law actually has
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this impact remains unclear. In an effort to preserve the Executive’s authority to override Congress’s authorization, should it conflict with executive foreign policy priorities, President George W. Bush’s signing statement accompanying the new law stated that,

This Act purports to authorize State and local governments to divest from companies doing business in named sectors in Sudan and thus risks being interpreted as insulating from Federal oversight State and local divestment actions that could interfere with implementation of national foreign policy. However, as the Constitution vests the exclusive authority to conduct foreign relations with the Federal Government, the executive branch shall construe and enforce this legislation in a manner that does not conflict with that authority.130

Through this signing statement, President Bush sought to extend executive power even beyond the broad scope found in Garamendi, to permit the Executive to flout explicit congressional legislation permitting subnational human rights laws. Though criticized widely, the President’s gambit has not been tested in court. As some scholars have observed, however, this executive action fits within a pattern in which the “federal government pressed expansive understandings of the President’s authority over . . . ‘foreign’ affairs.”131

D. Medellín v. Texas

The Executive’s foreign affairs authority has certainly not been given such wide scope when the President’s goal is to promote subnational implementation of human rights norms in the absence of congressional implementation.

Medellín considered whether the State of Texas was obligated to give credence to a federal executive order mandating the state’s compliance with the terms of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.132 The United States is a signatory to the Convention, which requires that non-nationals charged with a crime be informed of their right to contact their consulate for assistance prior to trial.133

Most crimes are charged at the state level, so state implementation of the Vienna Convention is critical to its effectiveness.134 However, state implementation has been spotty at best. Some states, like California, have adopted the consular notification requirement as their own state law.135
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Others, like Texas, have resisted the requirement. Some, like Florida, have enacted legislation that affirmatively flouts the international human rights norms.

This patchwork implementation has resulted in real, tangible impacts on U.S. foreign relations. The governments of Mexico and Germany have independently charged the United States with treaty violations before the ICJ. In each instance, the United States was found to be in violation. The problem is compounded by the fact that some of the nonnationals whose rights have been affected are charged with the death penalty, giving the nations from which they hail an additional reason to protest the U.S. procedures.

In 2006, following yet another loss before the ICJ, the Bush administration issued a memorandum directing states to comply with the terms of the Vienna Convention and, presumably, to provide some additional process to assess whether cases that had already gone to trial might have had different outcomes if the defendants’ consular rights had been honored. The State of Texas disputed its obligation to comply with the executive memorandum on, among others, the grounds that (1) decisions of the ICJ are not directly binding on states; and (2) the executive memorandum is ineffective to implement the Vienna Convention and nonbinding, since only congressional action can implement a non-self-executing treaty.

The Supreme Court majority upheld the state’s assertions, ruling that the State of Texas has no obligation to abide by the Vienna Convention absent congressional implementation. In concurrence, Justice John Paul Stevens underscored the moral obligation that should still weigh on Texas,
but also agreed that there was no legal bar to Texas’s planned execution of Jose Medellín.143

The questions presented to the Court were narrow and leave open some additional issues concerning state compliance with international law. For example, the federal government has long taken the position that states have an obligation through the federal system to implement international human rights obligations undertaken at the federal level.144 The Medellín decision seems to confirm the notion of state obligation, but ties it directly to the international system rather than routing it through the federal structure. Perhaps this posits a new, more direct relationship between the states and the international system, but the Court does not directly address this.

Medellín does, however, illustrate a troubling asymmetry between the treatment of subnational initiatives that promote internationally accepted rights versus those that undermine such rights. The Garamendi and Medellín cases are similar in one important sense: in both, state activities apparently had an impact on foreign relations. But in Medellín, specific congressional action was deemed necessary in order to keep states from violating human rights norms; executive action in exercise of its foreign affairs power was insufficient. In Garamendi, executive action alone was sufficient to preempt state legislative action that would promote human rights, and might thus more closely ally subnational governments with external human rights forces outside of the United States.145

III. PROMOTING SUBNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS: UP FROM THE CELLAR

Unbowed by the Supreme Court’s repeated rejection of subnational initiatives, states and localities continue to pursue human rights efforts in an ever-wider range of arenas. These efforts are, by and large, democratic exercises, initiated and approved by the people or endorsed by elected officials. However, the Garamendi line of cases discussed above invites further challenges to, for example, local Sudan divestment laws, Iran divestment initiatives, antisweatshop laws, local CEDAWs and Conventions on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and subnational adoption of Vienna Convention standards, based on implied preemption.
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Courts are ill-equipped to adopt the Giannoulias court’s approach to determining which of these subnational initiatives have tangible foreign affairs effects that usurp the executive function.146 The Supreme Court has so far avoided making such determinations by adopting broad parameters for federal preemption.147 Yet the effect of such a broad application of federal preemption doctrine is to undermine exercises of democracy at the subnational level; to eliminate the positive tension, dialogue, and policy depth associated with federalism; and to chill more comprehensive implementation of widely accepted human rights norms in the United States consistent with the recognized role of subnational governments in human rights implementation.

As courts examine these future challenges, this essay proposes the following two guiding principles, consistent with the Constitution’s structural allocations of foreign affairs power. These proposed principles are intended to challenge perpetuation of an “upstairs, downstairs” approach to federal preemption by instead reflecting the realities and benefits of subnational governments’ horizontal involvement in global issues. These principles are also intended to respect the importance of structural checks and balances in U.S. law relating to human rights implementation.

First, the tension between subnational and national policy approaches, while at times uncomfortable and destabilizing, also has important benefits. Broad versions of the implied preemption doctrine should not be applied to undermine the tension inherent in coexisting state and federal sovereignty. Any attempt to eliminate this tension implicates the very autonomy of state sovereigns that the Court recognized in Medellín, which is a critical component of our system of government. A broad version of federal preemption has the potential to cut off robust dialogue between the states and the federal government in the area of human rights, limiting the inherent benefits that might otherwise be derived from the federal system.148 Like the upstairs Bellamys, certain interests within the federal government may want to keep states “in their place” under the stairs, barred from forming productive international alliances without express federal approval. This sort of limitation is not only undesirable as a matter of our federal system, it is also simply not possible in an era of global social, economic, and political connections. Indeed, states are already covert “players” in many international arenas.149 Their participation in these arenas is an important component of creating balanced federal policies.

Second, judicial interference with subnational human-rights-promoting activities should be disfavored, and subnational governments should instead
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be encouraged to maximize their incorporation of and association with human rights norms. As Justice Stevens cogently recognized in his concurrence in Medellín, recognition of human rights norms is a net good for the United States, not to mention humanity in general. More pointedly, in implementing human rights norms, subnational governments help bring the United States as a whole into compliance with its international obligations. Indeed, state implementation may be the only means of realizing certain human rights on the domestic level. Federal imposition of human rights standards might run afoul of federalism constraints by interfering with state police powers or other areas traditionally reserved to state and local regulation such as family or criminal law. But if the subnational government itself chooses to adopt human rights standards, particularly if those standards comport with international obligations that have been assumed by the federal government, the positive effect is to expand human rights protections within the United States. This should surely weigh against interfering with such state and local decisions.

These two guiding principles lead to a conclusion about the application of implied federal preemption to instances of subnational human rights implementation. Just as the Court recognized in Medellín that congressional action is generally required to force implementation of a treaty subnationally, a prerequisite to preemption of subnational human-rights-promoting activity should be a statement by Congress expressing its intention to preclude such activities in the field or its conclusion that subnational activities are interfering with the conduct of foreign affairs. Absent such positive preemptive action, subnational activity to promote human rights should be permitted to proceed just as freely as subnational efforts to undermine or ignore human rights norms are permitted to proceed under Medellín. Courts should not exercise the implied preemption doctrine to curtail subnational human rights efforts.

150. According to Justice Stevens, the costs of refusing to respect the ICJ’s judgment are significant. . . . When the honor of the Nation is balanced against the modest cost of compliance, Texas would do well to recognize that more is at stake than whether judgments of the ICJ, and the principled admonitions of the President of the United States, trump state procedural rules in the absence of implementing legislation.
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154. Of course, Congress might take another route entirely and take steps to domestically implement human rights agreements once they are ratified. If, for example, CERD was fully implemented domestically, the question of federal preemption would turn on whether the federal statute overcomes the state or local initiative—an inquiry that does not require the
Significantly, this conclusion is not in tension with the accepted notion that ultimate foreign affairs power rests with the federal government. Even within the United States, the federal government has recognized a role for states and cities in implementing the United States’ international obligations. The starting point is the U.S. Constitution, which provides that ratified treaties such as the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination (CERD) are not just relevant to the federal government, but constitute the “supreme Law of the Land” binding on the “Judges in every State.” Further, the U.S. government has repeatedly observed that state and local authorities have an independent role to play in implementation of ratified treaties. According to the statements made by the U.S. Senate in ratifying CERD (1994), the ICCPR (1992), and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1994),

the United States understands that this Covenant shall be implemented by the Federal Government to the extent that it exercises legislative and judicial jurisdiction over the matters covered therein, and otherwise by the state and local governments; to the extent that state and local governments exercise jurisdiction over such matters, the Federal Government shall take measures appropriate to the Federal system to the end that the competent authorities of the state or local governments may take appropriate measures for the fulfillment of the Covenant.

In other words, the federal government takes responsibility for implementing human rights treaties only so far, and leaves the rest to state and local authorities.

But what, then, are the areas over which state and local governments properly exercise jurisdiction? The United States offered its view in 1994 when it submitted its first report to the United Nations Human Rights Committee detailing its compliance with the ICCPR. According to the federal government, its authority did not extend to those areas where state and local governments exercised significant responsibilities, including “matters such as education, public health, business organization, work conditions, marriage and divorce, the care of children and exercise of the ordinary police power.” Again, the United States reiterated that it would “remove any federal inhibition to the abilities of the constituent states to meet their obligations” under the ICCPR and presumably any other ratified treaty.

federal court to speculate about foreign affairs agendas and impacts, though it may raise some of the same questions about state and local roles in human rights implementation under the federal system.
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While perhaps efficient in their time, the vertical households of the *Upstairs, Downstairs* era ultimately toppled when downstairs servants gained recognition of their full range of relationships and found new horizontal opportunities—opportunities that gave them greater autonomy and independence. The factors in play were largely external to these households. A tighter rein from the master of the house would have done nothing to reverse the trend. The *Upstairs, Downstairs* metaphor holds here as well. The federal courts have spoken through their implied preemption cases, and the executive branch has threatened to unilaterally challenge state activity with a foreign flavor, yet state efforts to form horizontal alliances and to implement human rights policies continue. A tighter federal rein, with broad judicial applications of implied preemption, has not deterred either new or old forms of subnational action, which are often supported by the international community.160

Like the downstairs servants of the past, subnational governments are not content with their domestic “place” in an exclusively vertical federal arrangement and seek recognition of their capacities in the larger world. This essay concludes that, when subnational entities act to promote widely accepted human rights norms, in the absence of congressional instructions to the contrary, the federal courts should allow the fruits of these subnational horizontal arrangements to grow and ripen in ways that further human rights.
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